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Introduction to MOTIVATIONAL MAPS®
Children are born with a tremendous amount of motivation, which helps them to grow and learn.
However, as children progress through childhood and into adolescence, this motivation can
reduce. Motivation is a key factor in a person’s success and overall happiness, so having an
understanding of what motivates children that you come into contact with, will help you to foster
motivation within themselves and impact on their overall success and happiness.
Motivations are not a conscious decision, but rather emerge from your self-concept, beliefs,
expectations and personality. As with our purpose in life, we do not make up these motivations;
instead, we become aware of them.
There are nine Motivations, within 3 cluster groups. Usually three motivators will be stronger in a
person than the other six. Within the top three, there is one core Motivation - it is important to
identify a child’s Motivations and to help them to work over and over again at getting more of
them in the things that they do.
There are nine motivators as detailed below:

Now see the next page to see what linda's motivators are!
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linda features the Creator as one of her top three motivators. The following ideas
may help you to communicate with her and motivate linda further in her education.
Encourage linda to be creative – to come up with new and unusual ideas;
encouragement can also mean rewarding her for it.
linda will like a ‘creative’ environment – think of colours, comfort, natural lighting,
greenery – plants, rhythm – music.
Brainstorm ideas with linda. Ensure you put linda’s name on anything you
produce together.
Give linda plenty of variety – she tends not to like too much routine.
Set linda challenging tasks or goals that require ingenious or clever solutions.
Allow linda to use the Internet to discover, research and assemble fresh solutions
to problems
Encourage linda to play challenging games and solve puzzles

2nd Motivator

3rd Motivator

Lowest Motivator
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Cluster Dominance
The graph below measures how important each of the three cluster areas is, measured against
the other two. If the 3 colours are even in the chart, then linda is fairly balanced: she gets
motivated through relationships, through achievements, and through achieving her goals,
probably in equal measure.

Personal Motivation

The chart below shows a snap shot of how linda feels her top 3 motivators are currently being
satisfied. On a scale of 1 (low) to 10 (high), linda ’s top 3 motivators are being achieved as
follows:
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A final thought...

Do all you can to make your dreams come true
Joel Osteen
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